Purpose -There is great uncertainty and volatility in the evaluation and measurement of green supplier satisfaction. The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap based on the information entropy theory (IET) to describe the probability of green supplier satisfaction degree. Design/methodology/approach -The authors introduce a formal model using analytic hierarchy process (AHP), IET and entropy technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) method to evaluate green supplier satisfaction and promote them for the better implementation of green supply chain management practices. Findings -The first finding is developing an effective framework for green supplier satisfaction, incorporating various measures of environmental dimension. Second, a hybrid uncertainty decision method is introduced, by integrating AHP and IET and entropy-TOPSIS. Research limitations/implications -One of the main limitations of the research is that the authors introduced a conceptual example. Real-world applications need to investigate the accuracy and effectiveness of these measures, and the operational feasibility of this method. Originality/value -This is one of the first works to provide a comprehensive appraisal model for evaluation of green supplier satisfaction. This study and research method can form general guidelines, and organizations can increasingly benefit from using green supplier satisfaction evaluation as a management tool. Green supplier satisfaction evaluation is just the beginning.
Introduction
Academics and practitioners have long recognized that suppliers play a fundamental role in organizational strategic and competitive advantage, especially in the green supply chain management (GSCM) context Govindan et al., 2015) . As a diverse set of research shows, suppliers and buyers cooperate and integrate in close partnerships in order to mutually benefit from technical, economic and environmental advantages (Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016) . One of the prominent drivers of this relationship is green supplier satisfaction. Green supplier satisfaction refers as a supplier's feeling of fairness with regard to buyer's incentives and feedbacks and supplier's contributions within a green buyer-seller relationship (Essig and Amann, 2009 ). Most buyers depend upon their suppliers to become more green and responsive. A buyer cannot expect to perform well if the suppliers are dissatisfied in their relationships with the buyer . Hence, satisfaction of suppliers on the economic and environmental dimensions is linked to the quality of the buyer-supplier relationship and to the degree of value creation between them (Vos et al., 2016) . Although a number of articles are reported in the literature on evaluating suppliers' performance from the buyer perspective (Bai, Kusi-Sarpong, Badri Ahmadi and Sarkis, 2019; Bai and Sarkis, 2018) , nowadays, buyers are focusing on building long-term and fair cooperation with their suppliers. Hence, it is essential for the buying firms to consider green supplier satisfaction in evaluating suppliers' performance.
In many business models, one finds that buyers have paid much attention to customer satisfaction and very little attention to supplier satisfaction (Saorín-Iborra and Cubillo, 2019; Saeidi et al., 2015) . Few buyers conduct supplier satisfaction surveys and evaluation. If suppliers are dissatisfied, their overall performance may not be at the optimal level, which can, in turn, influence the buyer's green performance in procurement (Bai and Sarkis, 2010; Wong, 2000) . Hence, investigating green supplier satisfaction and furthering their continuous improvement efforts is no longer a feel-good exercise, but is a necessity for buyers' success in fast changing business environment (Bai et al., 2017) . Most buyers would benefit from a more formal approach to evaluate and establish sound green supplier relationships. However, research on green supplier satisfaction in GSCM is sparse and primarily of a conceptual nature (Dou et al., 2014) . To effectively evaluate and improve green suppliers' satisfaction, a framework and an evaluation tool are needed. Such a tool should be part of a continuous improvement process in GSCM.
The biggest challenge in evaluating supplier satisfaction is the uncertainty and volatility associated with green supplier satisfaction. With the recent rise of green supply chain issues, green supplier satisfaction has become more complex and uncertain (Bai, Shi, Liu and Sarkis, 2019) . Hence, this paper uses the information entropy theory (IET) to describe the probability of green supplier satisfaction degree that can reliably reflect and measure the uncertainty in green supplier satisfaction.
This study makes three major contributions. First, this is one of the first works to provide a conceptual understanding of green supplier satisfaction and a comprehensive appraisal model to evaluate it. The second contribution is in developing an effective framework for green supplier satisfaction, incorporating various measures from environmental perspective. Third, a hybrid uncertainty decision method is introduced, by integrating analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and IET and entropy technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS). TOPSIS is a popular tool to evaluate a finite set of alternatives to find the best solution. However, it needs other methods to determine the weight of attributes. In order to overcome the limitations of single weight method, this paper uses the AHP and IET to determine the double weight of evaluating criteria in green supplier satisfaction evaluation. The subjective weight is decided by AHP and the objective weight is decided by IET. The biggest challenge is to deal with the high level of uncertainty in the measurement of green supplier satisfaction. This methodology provided in this paper fills this gap based on the IET to describe the probability of green supplier satisfaction degree.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A literature review on green supplier satisfaction is provided in Section 2 with a summary of satisfaction measures proposed in the literature. A framework for green supplier satisfaction measures is presented in Section 3 based on the seven dimensions of the supplier satisfaction obtained from the literature review. We then introduce in Section 4 the fundamental concepts associated with AHP and IET and TOPSIS including advances related to information entropy distance analysis. Then, using an illustrative application example, we discuss the methodology developed in a step-by-step detailed process in Section 5. In Section 6, the findings of the sensitivity analysis are presented with some practical insights. Concluding remarks, limitations of the study and areas for future research are discussed in the last section. MSCRA 2. Literature review on green supplier satisfaction Research on satisfaction emerged in the second half of the twentieth century (Cardozo, 1965) . Scheer and Stern (1992) describe satisfaction as "the overall approval of and positive affect towards another party." In business relationship, the satisfaction was defined as "a positive affective state resulting from the appraisal of all aspects of a firm's working relationship with another company" (Anderson and Narus, 1984) . The main focus of research on satisfaction is the operationalization of two constructs: human resource management-based employee satisfaction (Alegre et al., 2016) and marketing-based customer satisfaction (Blut et al., 2015) .
There are a lot of literature on evaluating green suppliers, such as green supplier performance evaluation (Gunasekaran et al., 2010) , green supplier selection evaluation (Bai, Kusi-Sarpong, Badri Ahmadi and Sarkis, 2019; Bai, Shi, Liu and Sarkis, 2019; Govindan et al., 2015) , green supplier management practices evaluation (Kannan et al., 2014) , green supplier development evaluation and so on. However, most of these evaluations are from the perspective of the buyer, and seldom consider the satisfaction of the supplier. Therefore, the measures and methods used in these studies are not appropriate in dealing with the problem of green supplier satisfaction evaluation.
There are a number of studies in recent years that address supplier satisfaction in its broadest sense (Vos et al., 2016; Pulles et al., 2016; Praxmarer-Carus et al., 2013; Schiele et al., 2012; Mohanty and Gahan, 2011a, b; Ghijsen et al., 2010; Essig and Amann, 2009 ). Certain limitations of these studies open up avenues for further research. First, supplier satisfaction is defined and operationalized in various ways, but not associated with a commonly agreed definition and domain. Benton and Maloni (2005) define supplier satisfaction as "the feeling of equity with the relationship no matter what power imbalances exists" and call satisfaction the "overriding factor" in affecting the future of the buyer-supplier relationship. Essig and Amann (2009) define supplier satisfaction as a supplier's feeling of fairness with regard to buyer's incentives and supplier's contributions within an industrial buyer-seller relationship as these relate to the supplier's need fulfillment. Inspired by this definition, one can define "green supplier satisfaction" as supplier's feeling of fairness with regard to buyer's "green" incentives and supplier's green contributions within GSCM.
Second, only a few articles have made a clear reference to green supplier satisfaction. It is not conceivable to achieve a green supply chain without supplier support, which furnishes essential raw materials, components and other environmental inputs that affect green supply chain performance (Hollos et al., 2012) . Therefore, buyers require to adopt a better collaborative approach to extend greening practices to suppliers to foster the degree of green supplier satisfaction.
Third, there is no study from GSCM context toward the development of a framework to measure the extent of green supplier satisfaction. There are some studies that develop a framework to measure supplier satisfaction, but green supplier satisfaction measures has been more or less neglected. Essig and Amann (2009) argue that one cannot maintain successful buyer-supplier relationships without measuring supplier satisfaction. In this paper, we make an attempt to develop a framework to measure green supplier satisfaction, which would impart knowledge regarding the current degree of green supplier satisfaction on various cooperation processes.
Fourth, few studies exist on how buyers can effectively evaluate supplier satisfaction, especially with respect to green practices. The extant literature for supplier evaluation methods refers to evaluating the buyers' satisfaction on suppliers' performance. The method of supplier satisfaction evaluation should measure suppliers' satisfaction, not buyers'. As purchasing managers begin to appreciate the possibilities of green supplier satisfaction, improvements in green supply chain cooperation are more likely to occur. Hence, buyers require measurement models and tools for evaluating green supplier satisfaction.
This study aims to address the above limitations in the extant literature. First, based on the GSCM and supplier satisfaction, we offer a green supplier satisfaction measures framework that considers how GSCM process can contribute to green supplier satisfaction (Bai and Sarkis, 2014) . Then, we develop a hybrid method to effectively evaluate green supplier satisfaction.
A framework for green supplier satisfaction measures
Studies on development of supplier satisfaction measures in the literature have been rather sparse. Mohanty and Gahan (2011a, b) , Essig and Amann (2009) , Benton and Maloni (2005) , Maunu (2003) , Wong (2000) , Soetanto and Proverbs (2002) and Forker and Stannack (2000) examine supplier satisfaction and/or contractor satisfaction as a determinant of the quality of a business relationship. According to Maunu (2003) , the longevity of the relationship, money, time, communication, quality, trust, commitment, innovation and flexibility are key elements of supplier satisfaction. Leenders et al. (2006) develop a purchaser-supplier satisfaction model with supplier satisfaction as one of its central components. Mohanty and Gahan (2011a, b) argue the following attributes to be influential in supplier satisfaction: trust, commitment, understanding, innovation, flexibility, communication, reputation, coercive and non-coercive power, cooperation, bonds, dependency, quality of service, mutual awareness, behavior of buyer and loyalty. Vos et al. (2016) focus on specific factors that have an impact on supplier satisfaction in terms of: access to contacts, growth potential, innovation potential, involvement, days to respond, length of relationship, operative excellence, preferential treatment, preferred status, profitability, relational behavior and reliability.
The current studies have no common agreement on the choice of supplier satisfaction measures and their corresponding indicators. For example, Benton and Maloni (2005) analyze only the degree of power asymmetry within industrial relationships as an influence on supplier satisfaction, while Gawantka (2007) identifies integrative as well as interactive aspects as key elements of contractor satisfaction. Various dimensions of supplier satisfaction obtained from the literature review are provided in Table I .
Based on our review of the literature and our previous research work (Bai et al., 2016; Bai and Sarkis, 2018) , seven supplier satisfaction dimensions are identified as follows: green order management, green supply process, green supplier development, green communication, green cooperation, green conflict management and green commitment. The satisfaction measures identified for each of the seven dimensions are listed in Table II .
Green order management
Green order and contract management is key in relations involving environmental cooperation (Ghosh and Shah, 2015) . Such a cooperation needs to be profitable for all stakeholders. This requires fair pricing and payment terms associated with environmental protection requirements. Also all parties need to follow the commonly agreed green rules and procedures (Varnäs et al., 2009) . In this regard, client adherence to arrangements and long-term contracts as well as client payment habits, payment/receiving procedures and environmental requirements influences green supplier satisfaction (Blome et al., 2014; Wong, 2000) .
Green supply processes
Common supply processes (such as ordering and delivery of goods) involve not only financial factors but also timing-related aspects, which directly affect supplier satisfaction (Maunu, 2003) . Environmental factors, such as increased reputation, avoiding environmental fines and saving environmental pollution control costs, also need to be considered in evaluating green supply processes (Bai and Sarkis, 2018) . Most importantly, green supply processes can help suppliers to maintain a stable long-term cooperative relationship with the buyers in the context of GSCM.
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Green supplier development
Bai and Sarkis (2010) first grouped sustainable supplier development practices into three categories according to the resource type used in the practice: knowledge transfer and communication; investment and resource transfer; and management and organizational practices. Suppliers may not have the necessary resources and capabilities to meet a set of sustainable requirements by themselves. They need help, support and cooperation of buying firms (Fu et al., 2012) . Green supplier development, as a strategically important initiative, results in suppliers being more environment friendly and more socially responsible (Rashidi and Saen, 2018) .
Green communication
Communication is also identified as key element of supplier satisfaction that determines efficient interactions within a buyer-supplier relationship (Maunu, 2003; Gawantka, 2007) .
References Dimensions
Maunu (2003 Green communication is likely to be considered a necessary green supply chain performance metrics. Lack of green communication can lead to several problems in GSCM, involving business, environmental and social responsibility issues (Bai and Sarkis, 2013) . Skinner et al. (1992) report that satisfaction had a positive relationship with cooperation and a negative one with conflict. According to Ganesan (1994) , satisfaction is a significant (Hafezalkotob, 2017) . Hence, there is a close association between green cooperation and green supplier satisfaction.
Green cooperation
Green conflict management
The ability to manage green conflicts is considered to be a central element of beneficial supplier-buyer relationships (Benton and Maloni, 2005) . The resolution of conflicts is mainly determined by the speed and quality of responses to environmental problems (Bai et al., 2016) . The fair and timely resolution of conflicts plays an important role of green supplier satisfaction.
Green commitment
Green commitment is not only a driver of green supplier satisfaction; but also an indication of the longevity of the quality experienced in the buyer-supplier relationship (Benton and Maloni, 2005) . Green commitment is defined here as a supplier's desire to maintain and strengthen the green performance, and provide a long-term orientation and vision to the relationship. Commitment is crucial in a relationship, as a committed supplier is much more likely to meet or even exceed the buyer's green needs (Davis et al., 2009) .
4. Background of the techniques used in the proposed methodology and notation There are four techniques used for the methodology developed to evaluate the green supplier satisfaction: AHP, information entropy weight (IEW), Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and TOPSIS. The fundamentals of the four techniques and the associated notation are presented in this section.
4.1 Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) AHP, proposed by Saaty (1990) , is a multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) model. Since this method has the advantages of structural integrity, simple theory and easy implementation, it is often used in situations where organizing and analyzing a complex decision problem involving multiple assessment criteria is involved (Scholl et al., 2005) . The following steps for applying the AHP are provided in Saaty (1990) :
•
Step 1: model the decision problem as a hierarchy containing the decision goal, the objects and the criteria.
Step 2: establish priorities among the objects (or criteria) of the hierarchy by making a set of judgments based on pairwise comparisons of the objects (or criteria).
Step 3: synthesize these judgments to yield a set of overall weights for the objects (or criteria).
Step 4: check the consistency of the judgments.
Step 5: get a final decision based on the results of above processes.
Information entropy theory (IET)-based weights
Shannon first proposed the concept of information entropy in 1948 as the uncertainty of a stochastic event or metrics of information content and provided a scientific theory basis for modern information theory (Shannon, 1948; Cover and Thomas, 2012) . Information entropy may be denoted by elimination of uncertainty, while the uncertainty of a stochastic source is described by a probability distribution. When the difference of the criterion value among the evaluating objects is higher and the entropy of the criterion is smaller, the criterion provides more useful information. Hence, the weight of this criterion should be set higher. On the other hand, if the difference is smaller and the entropy is higher, the relative weight of this criterion would be smaller. This paper uses the AHP and IET to determine the double weight of the evaluating criteria in green supplier satisfaction evaluation. The subjective weight is to be determined by the AHP, while the objective weight is to be determined by the IET: Definition 1. Suppose there are n evaluating objects {x i |i ¼ 1, …, n} and m feature criteria {c j |j ¼ 1, …, m}. For every pattern, the data matrix is constructed as follows:
X ¼
where x ij is the measurement value of the ith object and the jth feature indicator.
Definition 2. For the m criteria, n evaluating objects evaluation problem, the entropy of jth criterion is defined as:
where p ij ¼ (|x ij |/n) is the rate of criterion value of the jth criterion and the ith object, k ¼ l/lnn, |x ij | is the number of objects with the same criterion value of ith object and suppose (p ij )* ln(p ij ) ¼ 0 when p ij ¼ 0.
Definition 3. The IEW of jth criterion is defined as:
where 0 ⩽ w j ⩽ 1, P m j¼1 w j ¼ 1.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
In probability theory and information theory, the Kullback and Leibler (1951) divergence (information divergence, information gain or relative entropy) is perhaps the most frequently used information-theoretic "distance" measure. The KL divergence is a measure of how an object probability distribution is different from another object. It is used in many aspects of speech and image recognition.
Definition 4. If x and y are two probability distributions, the KL distance is defined as:
where j is the probability space.
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In other words, D(x∥y) it is the expectation of the logarithmic difference between two probabilities distributions x and y. The divergence satisfies three properties, hereafter referred to as the divergence properties:
(1) self-similarity: D(x∥x) ¼ 0;
(2) self-identification: D(x∥y) ¼ 0 only if x ¼ y; and
(3) positivity: D(x∥y) ⩾ 0 for all x, y.
In fact, D(x∥y) is the distance from x to y. Due to asymmetry, the distance from y to x, D( y∥x), is usually different. Despite this, the KL distance is geometrically important ( Johnson and Sinanovic, 2001) . Although the KL distance is not symmetrical, the so-called J-divergence is the average of the two possible KL distances between two probability distributions ( Johnson and Sinanovic, 2001) :
We use this symmetrical KL distance function to improve the TOPSIS method, which we call entropy-TOPSIS. The entropy-TOPSIS method can effectively measure the difference in the probability distributions of green supplier satisfaction.
TOPSIS method
TOPSIS method is presented in Chen and Hwang (1992) . TOPSIS is an MADM technique to identify the solution from a finite set of alternatives. The basic principle is that the chosen alternative should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution. The TOPSIS steps are as follows:
•
Step 1: calculate the normalized decision matrix.
Step 2: calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix.
Step 3: determine the positive ideal and negative ideal solution.
Step 4: calculate the separation measures, using the symmetrizing KL distance.
Step 5: calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution.
5. Green supplier satisfaction evaluation methodology, an illustrative example and managerial insights 5.1 Methodology and an illustrative example Given the background presented in the previous section on AHP, IET and TOPSIS characteristics and expressions, we now introduce a multi-step green supplier evaluation methodology within the context of an illustrative application. There are seven steps involved in this methodology. Details of the illustrative example are embedded in the steps defined below.
Step 1: construct the original decision system. For a database of green suppliers: decision system (table) is defined by T ¼ (U, C, V, f ), where U ¼ {S 1 , S 2 , …, S n } is a set of n suppliers called the universe. C ¼ {c 1 , c 2 , …, c m } is a set of m attributes for the green supplier satisfaction. The f is a function used to define the values V. In this case f is U×A→V the description function. For our illustrative case, U ¼ {S i , i ¼ 1, 2, …, 30} (i.e. 30 suppliers) with seven measures of green supplier satisfaction C ¼ {c j , j ¼ 1, 2, …, 7}. We will assume seven sub-factors for each of the dimensions. These seven measures may be chosen from the numerous measures identified in Table II. Step 2: acquire the objective weight of each measure by AHP. This step is divided into three sub-steps.
Sub-Step 1: establish a matrix for paired comparison between measures. The decisionmaking team is to reach a final consensus after group discussions as to the application of standard scale values in matching pair comparisons. The values are to be assigned according to the AHP scale proposed by Saaty (1990) . For our case, we get the final comparison matrix between measures shown in Table III .
Sub-Step 2: calculate the objective weights between measures. The objective weights w j o between measures are obtained through the following equations:
For our case, we get the objective weights w o j : 0.330, 0.113, 0.180, 0.087, 0.178, 0.056, 0.056. Sub-Step 3: calculate the consistency rate (CR). The CR is derived from consistency index (CI) and random index (RI) through the following equations and Table III . When CR does not exceed 0.10, it achieves the satisfaction level:
where λ MAX is the largest eigenvalue; m the number of assessment measure; RI the random index of assessment matrix, as shown in Table IV . For our case, the CR value of 0.036 that is less than 0.1, hence the consistency test is passed.
Step 3: determine the satisfaction probability levels of suppliers on various measures. Each supplier will be asked a question for a measure through the supplier satisfaction questionnaire. For example, "How would supplier rate yourself satisfaction with the pay on time?" Italics can MSCRA be replaced by other green satisfaction measures. The decision makers of each supplier need to identify probability values of itself on each of the green satisfaction measures. The decision makers assign textual perceptual scores ranging from very low probability to very high probability for each supplier and their measures. The seven level scale used in this study is shown in Table V . Then, each supplier (i) has identified a score v ij for each measure ( j) for each respective scale level. The textual assignments for our case example are shown in Table VI . In this step, we ask the 30 suppliers to self-evaluate the probability values of seven green satisfaction measures.
Step 4: acquire the subjective weight of each measure by IET. We complete this step by using Equations (1) Step 5: determine the overall final measure weight level by adjusting for double weight importance. We first determine the adjusted measure importance weight for each measure j with objective weight (w o j ) and subjective weight (w s j ). We do this using the following equation:
where 0 ⩽ α ⩽ 1 is the importance level of the objective weight, 0 ⩽ β ⩽ 1 is the importance level of subjective weight, where α + β ¼ 1. For our case, we set the same value for the degree α of objective weight and for the degree β of subjective weight, i.e. α ¼ β ¼ 0.5. The final measure weight values obtained are: 0.235, 0.123, 0.165, 0.114, 0.163, 0.106, 0.093.
Step 6: determine the normalized adjusted satisfaction levels of suppliers for each measure. In this step, we seek to adjust the measure double weight levels determined in Step 5 by adjusting these levels for each supplier i (v ij ) with adjusted measure j importance weighting (w j ). The adjusted aggregated measure weight scoresṽ ij are derived from the following equation:
The normalized value n ij is calculated as:
For our case, the overall normalized adjusted measure levels for each supplier is presented in Table VII .
Step 7: determine the most satisfied supplier(s). We determine the positive ideal and negative ideal supplier:
x
where I is associated with benefit criteria, and J is associated with cost criteria. We calculate the separation from the ideal solution using the symmetrizing KL distances. The separation of each supplier from the ideal solution is given as:
Similarly, the separation from the negative ideal solution is given as:
Then, the relative closeness to the ideal solution needs to be calculated. The relative closeness of the alternative R i with respect to x̄is defined as:
Since S j X 0 and S j X0, then, clearly, R j ∈[0, 1].
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The relative closeness values for each supplier for our case are provided in Table VIII . The results show that the Supplier 12 (S 12 ) is the most satisfied supplier with a score of 0.948. The next two most satisfied suppliers are Supplier 4 (S 4 ) and Supplier 3 (S 3 ) with satisfaction scores of 0.885 and 0.854, respectively.
Managerial implications
The methodology presented provides the management with information regarding those suppliers that are satisfied and those that are not in the green cooperation process. Satisfactory supplier set. From the relative closeness values, it is easy for a buyer to identify which suppliers are satisfied. The buyer can continue to cooperate with these green suppliers. The buyer can consider further strengthening cooperation with these suppliers. Buyers can also analyze why these suppliers are satisfied and use this evidence to improve the satisfaction levels of those not-satisfied suppliers.
Unsatisfactory supplier set. Using the relative closeness values, the lowest 10 suppliers can be perceived as the final set of not-satisfied suppliers from among the 30 suppliers in the original set. The buyer can then focus on taking major initiatives to improve these suppliers' sense of fairness as to buyer company's level of cooperation. If the buyer does not have enough resources to start such initiatives, one other option could be dropping the non-critical suppliers among the not-satisfied suppliers. However, such an exclusion may require further evaluation of the impact of dropping these suppliers. This paper also has other managerial implications which have not been fully investigated in the literature. First, we incorporate various measures from environmental perspective to evaluate green supplier satisfaction. The methodology presented not only can help the buyer to evaluate the existing satisfaction degree of the supplier based on the defined measures, but also sheds light on ways to improve green supplier satisfaction. Such a framework strengthens the theoretical foundation for green supplier satisfaction through the processes of evaluation and improvement. Second, the green supplier satisfaction evaluation has the potential of being the base of green supplier management. It can help the buyer to identify potential cooperation risks in advance. Hence, the buyer not only needs to identify the satisfactory supplier set, but also has to identify the not-satisfied supplier set.
Sensitivity analysis
To determine the robustness of this relationship and ranking of suppliers, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. For the illustrative case, α ¼ β ¼ 0.5, relationship is assumed for the objective weight (w o j ) and the subjective weight (w s j ) for measures. A symmetrize KL distance is used to improve the TOPSIS method.
6.1 Varying parameters α and β Let α + β ¼ 1 remain fixed and α is varied over the range 0 ⩽ ξ ⩽ 1.0, in increments of 0.1. The new relative closeness value of suppliers when the parameter value α is increased These results are due to the subjective weight (w s j ) being greater than the objective weight (w o j ) among suppliers. This shows the sensitivity of green supplier satisfaction to the choice of weights. Hence, the buyers need to pay attention to the process of weight determination. This is why we use the two methods, AHP-and IET-based weights, to make the determination of subjective and objective weights more structured and scientific.
Entropy-TOPSIS vs TOPSIS method
The entropy-TOPSIS method uses the symmetrize KL distance to measure the difference in the probability distributions of green supplier satisfaction, whereas the traditional TOPSIS method does not. The rankings for 63 percent of suppliers are changed, by the use of one method vs the other, as illustrated in Table IX . The important point to note is that the traditional TOPSIS method, which does not take into consideration the probability distributions of green supplier satisfaction, cannot provide decision makers with more reference information in supplier satisfaction evaluation compared to that provided by the entropy-TOPSIS method.
Concluding remarks, limitations and areas for future research
The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, this paper highlights the concept of green supplier satisfaction and clarifies its importance in GSCM. Today's green supply chain's effectiveness largely depends upon the integration and satisfaction of suppliers. The results of the green supplier satisfaction evaluation help the buyer understand the nature and quality of the relationships with the suppliers. Hence, it serves as a starting point for the buyer's adjustments to supplier concerns. The green supplier satisfaction evaluation also provides the buyer with a tool to guide and plan the GSCM practices.
Second, this paper develops an effective framework for green supplier satisfaction, incorporating various measures from environmental perspectives. We focus on the integration of green satisfaction measures and attributes based on the literature. The number and type of measures provide evidence of the complex nature of satisfaction decisions and how techniques to manage these measures and their application to supplier satisfaction evaluations set the stage for the methodology proposed in this paper. These measures not only can be used to evaluate the level of green supplier satisfaction, but also provide the buyers a reference as to how to improve their suppliers' satisfaction. The supplier satisfaction index (SSI) also assists the buyers in identifying the areas that need further improvement with the suppliers, as the SSI is an index that provides information on how well the suppliers are satisfied on different activities of the buyers throughout the entire process of purchasing.
Third, in this paper, we introduced a multi-step, multi-method approach to help evaluate the green supplier satisfaction decision with the use of using multiple factors. The methodology developed integrates AHP and IET and entropy-TOPSIS methods into a seven step decision support process. It also helps in the ranking and further identification of a satisfied or unsatisfied supplier. The application to green supplier satisfaction evaluation and decision making is made possible through the use of objective weights and subjective weights. Buyers can further refine their decision making quality to maintain some consistency with further weighting of measures that are salient for the buyer's strategic direction. Our approach contributes to this process.
The framework and the tool of the green supplier satisfaction evaluation are not ends in themselves; rather, they offer buyers a steering model and tool to avoid possible negative repercussions resulting from green supplier dissatisfaction. For instance, an unsatisfied supplier may produce poor green quality output that lowers the green degree of a buyer's products and thus influences the buyer's sale volumes and profitability. Thus, not only the link between green supplier satisfaction and value creation but also the reciprocity between green supplier satisfaction and green supplier management are evident.
Like in any other study, there are limitations involved in our work which provide avenues for future research. One of the main limitations is that the illustrative example introduced is a conceptual one. A real-world application needs to be investigated to validate the operational feasibility of the methodology developed. However, the difficulties associated with accessing real life data may prove to be a major hindrance in this regard. Another limitation is that many social responsibility issues such as employment safety, women's rights, community participation are not included in the framework used. Green supplier satisfaction as it is linked to green supply chain performance can also be another area of research. By the same token, the impact of green supplier satisfaction on the buyer's green purchasing policy and practices can also be studied.
